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TodaY(F!Jr~erDay
Meet .Publietlnterest-Grbups ·
by Sharon Hallanan
Even as you read this article, you may . interested in y.i>u,they may wish to set up
be missing out on your golden opportunity an iriterview with you"onTuesday' at-
todiscover your future in public interest' ternoon.: " . . .", '
law.The Career Development Office;Jn If the lottery system' and 2-per-school
cooperation with the, Consortium cof interviewee limits seem too restrictive to
Washington,D .C. .Law '.Schools, is/ spon- you, that should encourage you fa grab two
soring a program today and tomorrow friends and hurry to the Marvin Center
featuring representatives from public . Ballroom now. Why? Because a large
interest and public service organizations . turnout is crucial. to continuation and
fromQ.C. and around the country, c' expansion of the program and may en-
The fair is being held in the 3rdFloor ' courage GW to move toward putting on its
Ballroomof the' Marvin Center from 1 to 5. .own program without other law schools,
p.m. Students are encouraged to. walk said Saltsman: :~; , . .
amongthe tables and displays and to talk Some of you may still be asking, "Why
with represeritatives of' groups in which public interest? "There are many reasons.
theyare interested,' .' , "The experience you get is really good,"
According to Nancy Saltsman of the saidSaltsman,"!'with more hands-on
COO, a widevariety~of potential em- -,experience than you'd have otherwise,
ployers will be on hand for the event. _,You also" derive a great amount of
Numerous, public intere~t· groups,satisfaction; you're defending people who
especiallyJrom 'the: P:C. area,:'alid legal' really need your help." Fine; you say; but
. -llidstlcieties~'ooTepresellted1'fromithe<-catt'Y"1nake"llrirmOfiey1?:;J!$200"'"'" ,
public service fields, the Departments of, seem,s 'pretty common," said Saltsman;
Treasury and Defense, as well as several 'c"butremanber,a Iotot-theseplaces are
state Attorney- General's Offices' are out in the boondocks and $200 will go twice
among the participants. .. .. as far as it would in Washington." .
F'br~~i~rn=~=ll~!~:Ar.~oj; ;lmentZthe COO
two per school per interviewing to public interest jobs can be seen, which is
organization.vl'heClx) collected resumes linked in large part to a surprisingly
and preference lists last week and has strong student response to the public in-
chosenthe morning interviews by a lottery terest survey printed' in the ADVOCATE
system, . >' " last "fall. The CDO,' has.now
For students who did not win the lottery compiled, 'with the help of the Equal
slots, all is notlost.'You can take ad- Justice Foundation,a job binder which is
vantage of today's "career fair" session solely devoted to public interest positions,
by talking with the representatives.from The office is also working on'a,survey of
offices of interest to you 'and, if they are, trends.in public interest law~'.
~anitor Confesses to Theft -.-:
!Victoria, Amada .'.
:GWUhousekeeping employee has been>
c arged with the theft of The Advocate '
cameraand one telephoto lens from Burns
1I~ .and a .floor' buffer from a nearby
~lldlDg by the· University's Department
M Safety and' Security and . the
e~politan. Police Department. The
~U1pment was ".reported stolen in mid-
ctober by The Advocate staff, at the
same time that' other items were' also
reportedmissing by members of the SBA. "
ofMr.Kenney, Director of the Department ,"
th Safety alid,Security, refused to release
e suspect's"'name but said that the
,~USpecthad originaliy been charged with
la~ft and burglary, both felonies, and that
U er, the charges. were reduced by. the
rn:S' Attorney's Office to', two
ISdemeanors.'·, _.' .
~enney said the subject admitted "I'm
~~'Y of ~he camera and the floor ~uffer, '
su . nothing else.". KeJUley said If the
c bJ~t was convicted, "He would never be
OI1Slderedfor a job as a bank teller or for
any job of great respof.lSibility. and in- ,
tegrity, but he'll probably go to another
university and get a' job in housekeeping
over there because of the 'high ad-
ministrative cost of conducting the,
slightest background check."
Ken~ey said that', no one at 'the
University is safe from having property
stolen- not even employees of. the
Department of Safety and Security. "We
all have an obligation to protect our per-
sonal property. A lot of students lose sight
of that. They go to the stacks and in' the ten
minutes that they are gone,' their property
has been taken. All the members of the
University must be alert, always ~ staff,
, 'students, admin..istrativeemployees, even
myself." , " "
. Kenney said Iidisregard for'the property "
rigpts of others seems to be endemic to all
organizations and institutions. "If I could
explain it, I'd be lecturing throughout the
nation." , "
Both Julie Riley, Photo Editor, of The
Advocate. ,and Jack Williams,Editor-in-
Chief,ha,ve been'subpeooaed to testify at
the employee's trial.
Feb. 1"1, 1985 '
'Enrichment Speaker < " ., -'
,Broder-on: Next 4::Y~ars--------~.~.:,;,' .-;;..----- , ... " ,.
by ROber-t D. Jacobs···.. ' . ess~~t1allyto be in charge of reducing the
"Pulitzei\.prize,recipient and national deficit by 50 percent. To ~ccomplish this
" litical cpt!i~J!0nde1)t.a.nd.cgl\lmnist Jor",,·::i;~.goal, th~ .S~n~terepublIca!1~~ave ,the
THE ~WASHINGTON 'POST''-'=rfaV1cr'S,~,:",_,re$PQns~bilit-~konIF?ntmg'''1)efense:,:,,'<
,~Broder,' lectured at . The NLC 'receritiy, ..Secretaryc~sp_ar ,~.>We1Oberger~ndhiS""~=
_before a standing room 'only audience in' ~epart~~nts:pl1htary expenditures,
the Moot Court-Room. ,confrontI.ng Rep, Cla.ude Pepper (D-FI~'),
", The lecture centered on Broder's ' ,andthe.l~ue of SOCIalse~unty benefits,
assessment of what can be expected from' and reslst~ng the temptation to resort to
P
id t D "t f. ' revenuev.mereases.: This will require
, r~1 en neagan S nex our years 10 telling all special I' teO, t" " ."foffice.: . ' ' , " .: . n res groups - rom, d / . " ..; .. farmers to veterans" - thatthey will have
Bro er s~t the stage for his presentation to sacrifice for the time be' ig Th Wh·t '
by capsuling some of Reagan's ac- H h . m , , e I e
complishments during his first term in ouse opes to get this package passed by
office, Broder noted the short time it took suppor.t from 48. of, ~he 53 Senate
the President to change the government's republicans, and SIX.to. eightdemocrats.
I
' di t' d ' .. . " The 'ch~llenge . In the House of
po ~cy . rec Ion an have slgmflcant Representatives ill be chdi
legIslation passed by Congress. Reagan' .r .' w .. mu . more f-
.~got most of his key legislation in the . IcuI~, and passa~e wIll requlre'almost
statute books within his first eight months unammous republIcan support.,- ~
in office, with Congress acting in "close to T .' -:'. ' , '. .
parliamentary fashion,'" said Broder. . ' hiSWhite Houst; scen~rio also includes
Another major achievement of Reagan's a tax package,whichwilllag behind the
first term, was the confidence he re- _, ,bu~get pack~ge. 'Br?der said that the,
instilled in the Office of the President, said . White House IS plannmg to tell both' sides
'Broder, "Before President Reagan came ~hat t,hey want to hea~. The White House
\ into office, we were hearing arguments to . IS ~llIng the .Senate It can use the tax
build continuity into the presidency, .. vehicle. to raise taxes~ .and telling the
Reagan has quieted this talk." Broder House It can fo~ow pohtIcallyunpopular
feels that,. by these achievements, Reagan' vot~ for spending cuts with.votes for
has "in a large sense,alreadywritten cuttmg taxes: .' .'
himselfinto the history books." . ' Broder beh~ves Reagan's plan for tax:,:T' c. reform and tax simplification has a good
he Reagan agenda for the next four chance to pass through the Congress for
f years was categorized J>yBroder into thr~ reasons.- '. ' .'
'three areas: 1) the budget and tbe budget .Flrs!, Broder has found there to be
deficit, 2) tax reform and tax sim-, bipartIsan. support for the package, having
plificatiori; and 3) arms control. Broder recently dIscussed the issue with Sen. Bill
indicated these are the major issues the Bradley CD-N.J.) and Rep.' Richard
President has decided to .devote his Gepbardt .CD-Mo,). They are concerned
energies to. .. Reagan wlll get too much credit for any
As for the issue of the budget and the ,tax r~form passe~ ~y Cong~e;;s, Both sides
deficit, Broder said, "President Reagan are I~ a barga~Ing posItIon and, will
has largely abdicated in this area of negotiate; according to Broder. .
leadership, and he has now given the A . ,,"
leadership role to Senate Majority Leader s,econ,d.rea.son why the tax reform.
Bob Dole (R-Kan,). -:-,tax sl~phflcatIon plan will pass is that
But Reagan has not totally written Reagan lIkes to cut tax rates, Although
. himself off in the scenario as seen by the Broder acknowledged that many people
. White House," This White House scenario, doubt the ~resident will approve a, ~x
'according to Broder, .'will require reform th~t IScostly to corporate Amenca
~!.republican leadership in the' Senate
'I
"
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NLCLClcks
Minori:ty Professors
by Cindi' Wicktom
'its strenous demands. An associate
professor has much more responsibility
than the typical new associate in a large
private firm.
The National Law Center; like many law.
schools. has difficulty attracting and.
· hiring qualified minority professors,
according to Prof. Rothschild. chair of The
Faculty, Appointment Committee.
Although greater i1Umbers. of women,
blacks, Hispanics, Asians and other
· minority groups are entering the legal
profession, .this increase has not yet
: produced a proportionate increase in
· minority law professors, he added. The,
: proportion of minority lawyers who are
· seeking academic positions is relatively
· small. The NLC is competing with many
law schools for a small supply of qualified
, minority law professors, according to
, Rothschild.
The' biggest drain on 'the' available
supply of minority 'lawyers is private
firms. Private firms are able to offer
greater financial rewards than an
academic career. Salaries for beginning
associate professors at the NLC start
around $40,000and the ceiling is $100,000.A
well-qualified minority lawyer may obtain
, a much greater monetary return asa
partner of a large firm.
. Another reason for the lack of minority
interest in teaching is location. Entrance
level teaching positions are typically at
'small schools in rural areas. Such a
location is especially undesirable for two-
career families because the non-teaching
spouse may have difficulty continuing his
or her career. '. ,'-
,i,TeaChing may a;~~g~~e;~u~ less
attractive for young attorneys because of
Another aspect of the problem of
minority under-representation on law
school faculties may be the traditional
hiring criteria. Prof. Dienes, a member of
.the FAC, lists the following factors as
important: law school attended, academic
achievement, . teaching and other ex-
perience, publications, maturity, and
ability to work with people. In order for the
traditional criteria to operate in a non-
discriminatory manner, minority can-
didates must have had equal access to
educational and employment op-
portunities throughout their careers. Some
affirmative action proponents suggest that
alternative selection' standards .'are
necessary to ' achieve minority
,representation. "
Rothschild and Dienes both, express
concern about the under-representation of
minorities on the NLC's {acuity. They
make efforts to attract minority
professors py, attempting to. persuade
qualified practicing attorneys to consider
teaching, and by giving special attention
to the applications of minority candidates.
This year FAC made three offers of em- .
ployment, .including . one to a woman.
Rothschild estimates, that the NLC' has
about a 50percent chance of being selected
by the woman candidate, as she has .other
offers to ccnsider., '- . -", .~
Stuart Bender offers information at Clinic, Open House
'Clinical Training ~pands Your Education
clients, negotiate or settle claims, and in
the case of the two litigation clinics
develop the strategy of the case and argue
it in a courtroom.
"The Clinic is in uiep;ocess of plan-
ning another open house prior to the
preregistration period in order to
familiarize students with the program.
Since the completion of the new building
last semester, the clinic has been located
inthe basement of Stockton Hall. There
are almost one dozen clinicians and staff
to answer. any questions. and assist
students in their decision to enroll in the
'program.' '.f"
The following is a list of the clinics of·
fered to both, second and third year
students on a credit or no credit basis:
-.Administrative Advocacy:-:-Immigration
Clinic :-:-,Outside Placement - Small
BusinessClinic:-:- Consumer H-E-L-P
Mediation Clinic - ,Bankruptcy Clinic.
Open to thirdyearstudents for grade:
Civil'Liti~ation Clinic s: Consumer
H-E-L-P LitigationCllnic. ..
There is a viable alternative' to hours &
hours of classroom activity. The NLC
offers a variety of "out of the classroom"
experiences to second and, third year
students through an extensive clinical
program.
Students in the clinics "have a healthy
diversion from sitting in a classroom; help
people who are in need of assistance, and
,develop important advocacy skills," says
the director' of 'the Consumer, Mediation
Clinics, ,David Medine. NLC's clinical
program began in the early 1970's and
since has expanded to offer the student
body. and community -one of the .more
diverse- programs available in the
Washington metropolitan area.
The benefits of the clinic are many. The..
community gains needed legal services for
more than 1,000 local indigents either by
actual representation or referral to legal
,aid,community groups, or private at-
torneys. Student participants not only
have the satisfaction of having helped
people,'~but,' obtain some- of·' the<mcst
valuable lawyering experience available
this side of the bar. Students inte .iew
3)S~atemel1tsfromSBA Nominees:
~our the SBA I have become acquainted with',' the intricate workings of the ...school's
administration and the student govern-
ment system.While serving as chairman'
of the first year orientation program, I
coordinated all the activities done by the
SBA, enabling me to put to use some ofmy
knowledge of the law center's ad-
ministrative, process .. ,
'As executive vice president, I have been
fortunate to learn and utilize my leader·
. ship experience in organizing various
, r activities. Because, of my two-year in-
volvement willi the '.SBA and my avid
: interest in the student government of the
,Law Center, I solicit your support to
become vice president.
Karen, Avagllane .,;,..,President
As an SBA representative, I devoted an
extensive .amount of time. this past sum- •
mer and, last semester to see, that the
transition to the new buildings went as
), smoothly as possible. I assisted in fil-st·
year orientation, organized book sales, '
helped reinstitute the coffee service, and
devised an equitable solution to the locker
catastrophe ':....; '450· lockers ' for' 1600
students. ' '
As president I will see that' the SBA
plays an integral role in such issues as
appointment of new facuIty, changes in the
curriculwn, . appointment of a dean of'
students, 'anew and improved form of"
academic evaluations, and a serious effort
.In recruitment to the evening division.
Further, I hope to upgrade the cooperation
between the student organizations and the
SBA, and resolve the difficulties with
respect to, reimbursements. Last but not
/ least, the SBA is known to most students as
a social coordinator, andI'hope we can
throw many successful parties and happy
hours.,'.
The .contact which r already have had
with faculty, administration and alumni
, has given me an Understanding of how the
sys!e~,. works. My experience and
dedication asa .representative is, an
assurance to you that I have the best in- '
tere!>ts 'of the students in mind. "
w. Franc Perry - Vice President
Ho
R
N
Boo
K
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Samuel RacoOsin - Third Year Rep
I have spent the past year as an active
member of the SBA. The SBA's priJIlary
function is to allocate funds to the law
school's various student groups in the
most equitable 'way possible. As the
, current administration's treasurer.I have
thoroughly familiarized myself' with t~
necessary policies and issues. T~lS
knowledge has aided the SBA's bUd~etin~
process and culminated in the formation0
an AD HOC budgeting procedur~. ts
I feel I can best represent the mteresd
specifically of"the third, year C~~h ~he
generally of the student body. 1 the
completion of the physical plant and ral
next year's addition of se~~nal
distinguished profes.sors, th~ Na~tIy.
Law ,Center has Improve gr eedto
However I there still are iSS~e:'that n15and
be dealt with; the s~udents m~~~ 1can'
needs m~st be represented. I 1. d .ear
best represent your interests 1;l.5 thir Y
r~pr~~ntat\ve.: "'" ,.u· "
II- 1917E)'dt. N.W. -.-.''~'" " .- ,,: Tel 78s-0414 ..
"\ii'NC£S'BAR.": :~:..:...;~?.,-:'i" ~~~
, I wish to run for vice-president of the
SBAbecause I feel I am able to continue in .
the fine standard set by this ad·
ministration. ". ,
: 'As a first yeaFrepreSentative' And
presently th~, executive vice president of
to. • , ~ ~l'.i,.,:"'~'"".Y 1t: ;: -:»T;;z<;;~,,'!:~~.-:'-"':1!"·p~'1IQ.-~,~:...·-:1.. ~·~·;~ /;\\-";:"'",'.',':",~-er~·~~fQlr~~~ "',:;,;,' .. ~;;";"i?~~:H*Q; '~ '" .i ,- 'i' 4' '••. ),
Sanctuary'Mvmt
Seeks Support
;vonald Mooers, Jr, "
While non·viol~nt protests continue daily
at the South African embassy here in
Washington, another protest proceeds in.
theSouthwest and quietly spreads through
the U.S. The Sanctuary Movement, an
alliance composed largely of .Protestant
and Catholic parishes, seeks to, provide
safe refuge, or sanctuary.rfor Central
Americans fleeing the violence raging in,
their region. Begun in a few..chur~hesin
theborder states of Arizona and Texas, the
Movementnow can boast of an informal '
underground, railway where immigrants
are transported to self-proclaimed sane- ,
tuary havens throughout the U.S. .
The Immigration and Naturalization
Service views these immigrants as un-
documented aliens. In a memorandum
sent last, year fromoINS Commissioner'
AlanC. Nelson to a U.S. Attorney, the
Sanctuary Movement was defined as
"nothingmore than sponsorship of illegal
aliensand the transporting or harboring of
themin violation of law," The aliens are
,described in the memo a little more than
economic opportunists .preying on
American sympathies.
Up to now, the INS has refused to enter
the Sanctuary churches to arrest aliens
and movement workers. But after the
recent indictments of prominent Sane-
tuary Movement leaders (indicted for
transporting aliens across the Mexican-
Americanborder), there is some fear that
thechurches will soon be raided;
The Sa~ctuarY'MOV~~e~;~~nsiders
themega1.~tatus ofAheijnmigrants as
unjust. These p~ple:are,)hey insist,'
refugeesfrom 'war-torn ,Central· America ..
Monday ,February 11, 1985p.3
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kup j0u..Y' h~n.d:s ' off'
-tht. P(.0l' Ieo ,1,
They are unjustly denied the status of
-legal "refugee" only. because of "the
hypocrisy of the Reagan Administration in
applying" the 1980 Refugee Act., This
statute; which provides for refugee status'
for those people who can demonstrate a
state of personal persecution, has been
routinely given . to persons fleeing
America's enemies (i.e, nations friendly
with the Soviet Union), but rarely to those
leaving America's friend's.
'America's friends in this case are EI
salvador and Guatemala. Recent im-
migrants have told of their villages being
wiped out and their families slaughtered;
But since they themselves cannot point to
,any evidence of personal persecution they
't are. denied refugee status.". '
,'~;':'0The,iSanctuary, Movement, refuses, to
/'view therefugeeproblem as anything but
a-moral-Jmperattve.. Legal definitions
During the hvo years 'I have attended
GW, I have carefully observed as the NLC,.
has become a more respected " and:
prestigious law school. Students have had
animpact on this movement by. playing a
major role in the formulation of school-
policy.As an SBA Representative, lwill
continue this trend of '.involvement and'
participation. '
Over the past year, I have become ex-
tremely active in school issues. These
include heading a committee to com-.
pletely overhaul course evaluations,
improving the quality, of first year legal
research class and working on such·
projects as the SBA book exchange before
each semester. '
Althoughthings at the NLC are certainly
-looking up, there is a lot of work to be done.
For example, competent faculty must be
hired to improve. weak 'courses, the
Curriculumshould be expanded in areas of' ,
greatstudent interest, more money should
be allocated." for financial aid and
scholarships,and the .placement office
must be encouraged to attract more
smaller· flrmsfor on:eampus . recruiting ..
-~m Eggert 2Second Ye,ar.Rep
As a first year rep from 'Section 12, I am
proudof the contribution SBA has made to
thelaw school community. This last year's
administration recaptured not only the
pres!ige, but tIre purpose which had been
lost 1npast administrations. Some of the
aCComplishmentsof the SBA over the last
Year~ere 1) saving thenigb( school 2)
organ1zing the coffee and donuts 3)
sPonsOring the' book sale" 4) overseeing
lOCkeracquisition and 5) sponsoring the,
'law school party at the Marvfn Center.
'As the Section 12 rep I kept our section
informed as to opportunities for students
to become involved in interviewing
. prospective faculty and with what was
happening not only with SBA but with the
law school community., To efficiently
continue projects. already started, con-
tinuity among the representatives is most
important. The benefit of experience can
only result in an even more functional and
focused SBA during the next year:
.Michael Paul - Second Year Rep
I am the SBA representative for Section
n.and I am running for second-year
representative. ' ..
A major problem, recognized by most
everyone is the Legal, Research·Moot
Court program. The SBA is pressing for'
the'implementation of teaching assistants
to provide more extensive individual help .
to students. Another problem the SBA is r
looking into is thedisparity in the .course
'materlal taughtto the different first-year.
. sections. '/
A problem of major concern is' the
budgeting process, i.e. the allocation of
funds to the various student governments,
.,Our student' activity fees help, fill other
coffers than our own. Activities are funded
in part by us which we have no voice in. If
elected I will look into this problem and -'
strive for at least greater communication
and coordination between the various
student governments in determining what
activities will be, fWlded. The result I in-
tend to achieve is more activities which
appeal to us as law students~ " ,
You must elect someone who will listen
and then act. If elected, I will be all ears
and actions for all of you as I have en-
deavored to be for Section 11.
mean li~tle to' it. Movement members see
no reason _why the INS should arrest
people for helping' to transport refugees
into the U.S. The various Sanctuary
churches in the D.C. metropolitan area
recently repeated their solidarity behind
the Movement and promised to continue
providing a safe haven for refugees fleeing
Central' America, " . '
Since' the Sanctuary Movement seeks' to
attract publicity to the plight of Central
. Americans, .rnany leaders within the
Movement would like nothing more than
an intensive nationwide crackdown by the
Reagan Administration., Their goal is for
the Movement to reach theintensity and
fervor, of the anti-Vietnam and pro-civil
rights- protests of the sixties: ..:.".. U: c· •.,,';; '''''''''':':'''-',''' <....,.,".","
ntortunately, the' leaders' bravado
is not shared by all·of the participating
'0
parishes.' The recent arrests made some
churches shaky in their support and gave
.many others who contemplate joining
second thoughts. Support still is lacking in
many black churches whose members are
leary. of aiding in the migration of
potential- competitors in 'a tight'<job
market. .",,' .
Even so, the' Sanctuary MoVement
possesses a faith and belief that'it is doing
what is morally right.. The thousands of
people participating, know the possible
consequences of their actions, 'and are
openly willing to face jail sentences and
fines that might come out of this. Like the
Anti-Apartheid (as in Apart-Hate)
Movement, the Sanctuary Movement
shows no signs of dying. There is no reason
to think·that-it will-not continue untiHhe
U.S> 'discontinues: military' activity in
Central America.>,» 'co"'"
"
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Consumei' H·E·L·P .r - "
Purchasing-a Second-Hand Car, ,-'-'.~
______ ...:-_.-;.----.,;..--- _ ! • defendant also employed an expert wit-.
ness to testify about the results of his test'
.,'drive of the automobile during which he
got 48 miles per gallon: The' expert
testified, however, that he had driven the
car at almost exactly 50 m.p.h. for 200 .
miles without stopping. On cross- .
examination, the expert testified that his-
results were based on "optimal" con-
ditions.. In fact, he did not know what the
performance of the, car would be under
normal city, city-highway or even under
normal' highway conditions. After: some' ;',
rebuttaLtestimony by Mr,Clark, the court'
recessed for about one hour to consider its'
verdict. " ',',. ,,~,~
The holding of the court was that, in fact,
• the . sales <representative had
misrepresented that the vehicle would get;
35-40miles per gallon, since the car did not.
obtain that mileage or even close to what
'had been indicated. Because-or-the
misrepresentation, the plaintiff was en-
titled to recover the difference between
the sales price of the automobile and the
value of the automobile to the plaintiff in
its actual condition, as of the date of the
sale. The court held that plaintiff had not-
proved breach of an express warranty,'
and also denied plaintiff attorney's fees,
because defendant's actions had not been
reckless or willful. ' ' ,
This appears to be the first case' ,
where the, consumer has won an action.:
based solely, on .a claim, dealing' with
gasoline mileage. Mr. Clark was pleased -
with the court's decision for his own sake'
and also for the sake of other consumers'
who he felt had probably been taken a.d~:· .
vantage of under: similar I:ircumstanc~.(,
Ms: Kafker is:'a 1979"graduate orthe·;'·~
NLC.
Mr. Walter Clark and his wife walked
into Brown Pontiac in Arlington, Virginia,
on June 22, 1983. The Clarks were on a day
off from work and had decided to look at
some Pontiacs. They had been driving a
van, but wanted to purchase a smaller
vehicle with good gasoline mileage. Over
the years, their needs had changed as they
were living on 'a limited income and had
moved to an urban area.
Mr. and Mrs. Clark were almost im-
mediately-approached by a sales
representative of Brown Pontiac who
showed them a used 1982 Chevrolet
Chevette, stating that it would get 35 to 40
miles per gallon. The Clarks were very
pleased with this information and enten:;d
into negotiations for the purchase of this
automobile.
Almost immediately after, the purchase'
Mr. Clark noticed that the Chevette was
not getting very good mileage. He began
keeping careful records and taking
precautions to ensure the accuracy of his
calculations. Mr. Clark consistently filled
the gas tank to the same level,checked the
odometer against a measured' highway
.course and installed a locked gas cap. His,
results still indicated gasoline mileage of
about 14-17 miles per gallon. .
Mr. Clark complained to Brown
Pontiac personnel during visits and, by
mail. He brought the car in for a check-up
within the thirty (30) day written warranty ,
_ period and was told that therewe~ no;
problems with the car and there was
nothing the dealer would do.::\, " .: C
Mr. Clark then contacted the Consumer
H-E~IrPClinic. The caseworkerassigned· .• J
to the case summerized theproblern in~[-
writing to Brown Pontiac, seeking their'c'
cooperation in remedying the situatlon..
but was informed that Brown would. do
nothing further, other than examine the
car once again. Despite all of the efforts of
Consumer H-E-L-P, Brown would not
.change its position. My office was then
contacted to see if I could further pursue '
this matter.. .. ' ... ,",
In April, 1984,I filed suit on behaJl of Mr.
Clark against Brown Pontiac in the Circuit
Court of Arlington County based on'Uec
violations of express warranty; violations
of the Virginia Consumer Protection Act,
based on misrepresentation ,connected
with the saie of consumer-goodsj ' and
common, , law count . of, ,,fraud, '.
. misrepresentation and deceit.':' c' ",
Both ,sides, engaged; in, discovery,.~n-·.
eluding an extensive dePosition of Mr.
Clark and t~: testing, of the vebicle by an':
expert hired ,.by the defendant, BroWn'
Pontiac: Counsel for Brown said ·he;was
sure of therrcase, and woI#d ~t offer. any '"
money to ;settle. "He also: recommended f~
that! stop pursuing the matter and. "non-.
suit': the case. Consultation with attorneys ~
knowled.g~a~le; ,~i~., ,cop~uJller ",;l~w" ,
automobiles m particular; as well as eX-"
perts at the- EPA,' led"to. the unanimous,
.conclusion that (had an "up-hill'" battle'.! . \
None had ever heard of anyone winning a
gasoline 'mileage' caSe; especiillly without
a writtE;n~uara~tee. ._
D~~i;'~~'~ds, rriyclient decided to
pursue the matter since he felt so strongly'
that he had been taken advantage of by the
business. Trial was held on January 8th
and i9th before the Honorable Thomas
Monroe.PJaintifrs case consisted of the
testiplony by Mr. and Mrs. Clark and,
thro~gh them" written docwnentation .. .
'con~ming the gasoline mileage of the ' Bible'Study ..'
vehide, the repairs performed Dn the car, , '::e~~=.~~r:::l~:~cu:~~~ ,.I .~ ..Llr.: \,:;,:~sn~-:"'~jThe\ ~ .aui~Uan"FeUOWSblp ~~:i;.~~~a~~~~~i.~~--~-~~_~~~~__~~=~~_2_~~~~.~~WooTh~ ~m~~~~~I
. .:~, Bums'3M Floor COnference Roo
by Arlene Kafker, Esq.
involved in predicting gasoline mileage
and the lack of predictability of any given
vehicle's mileage. Through this witness, ..
the Court took judicial notice of a thorough
report to Congress prepared by EPA on
this subject. Lastly, a representative of
Brown Pontiac testified as a "hostile"
witness about the lack of knowledge of the
dealer concerning the mileage of this-
particular vehicle.' '
After denying defendant's Motion to
Strike plaintiff's evidence, the Court held,
that plaintiffs claim for punitive damages
would be denied- due to insufficient'
evidence of malice, but that the rest of
plaintiff's case would remain. . ,
Defendant called the various personnel
involved with the sale negotiations" and
, the sales representative who. stated on,
cross-examination that he did not make
any representation at all concerning the,
gasoline mileage, On direct, he had stated
. that he had said the car would get about 25
miles. per gallon.. His prior .answers to.. ~
interrogatories had indicated thathe,had".c.
mentioned 25-30 miles per gallon to the ...
Clarks. In' addition, 10' other' mechanics;:.,i,
S!ealing
Coffee
-by Christopher StOck, Coff~ editor -The SBA may have to close the. third
floor Bums coffee service because of a
drastic reduction in daily. receipts, ac.
cording to SBA president Kent Murphy.
Too ,many people are consuming
products with,9ut paying for them, Murphy
said. "Sincewe reduced the price of the
service to 25 cents and gave away free
,coffeefor two weeks last semester"some
peoplemaynot understand that they have
.to pay for the products they use."
.Last semester the coffee service showed
a profit of nearly $600. The money is to be
distributed 'to student, organizations that
helped operate the service. This semester
however, the operation is in the red'
"There has been a drastic reduction U;
daily receipts," said Murphy.
--> The~B~: would appreciate it if
everyone who used products would pay for
them .• said Murphy. If people don't "we
will be unable to continue the servi~e."
THE PROFESSIONAL ,.
TYPING and WORD PROCESSING
CENTER.
. legal typing
resumes~e()ver ietters-theses-
dissert~tioDs~terni'papers
STUDENT DISCOUNTS. .
,RUSH JOBS ASPECIALTY,-.
Moot::,·
Court·,
,-_.:...;:-
Steven :;Wallacb: and :.-AndrewDuff"
Meikle, third year:students, won the final'
round of the, Giles S. Rich Moot Court
Intramural Competition on January 26,
1985•. ,They,'argued a. trademark, in-
t Iringement case before approximately 70
· people in .the Jacob Bums Moot Court
Room. ' " ',
Judges for the final round were Robert
~Seto, from the United States Claims Court,
Lawrence Margolis,- also from the United
States Claims Court, and Sherman- Win·
· ters, from the Board of Patent Appeals
and Interferenees.. The latter two are
alumni of the NLC ..
. Wallach and Meikle will, represent the
NLC in a regional, competition held in
Houston at the end of February. The Moot',
.. Court Board will pay all their travel ex-
penses.
, ,
'Van 'Vleck
The Moot Court BOard invites students
to attend the final round ci the Van Vleck
Moot Court Competition, which will be
held on February 23 at 4 p.m. in the Moot
Court Room. Counsel for petitioner are
Christopher- Richardson and Way~e
Yoshigai. Counsel for resi>bndent are Jim
, :' Sims and Lee Epstein. ',j. .
The issues involved are'th~Good Failh
Exception to the Exclusionary Rule and
Sixth Amendment rights. ~o: confront
witnesses Judges'for the final round are
Robert ~rk from'the D.C. Cireui~, Jud~e
Harold Greene'lrom the:' D.C. District
Court" and Judge :'Roberl .~ar, from
: the Eastern District of V",~a.
· ,~,~:~."..
Broder continued from p.l 1986 Grads Should Apply
For Clerkship_~' ••• Soon.----dthe wealthy, he also pointed out that
all president is ideologically in Javor of
th~tingtax rates, and to do this, he must A judicial clerkship is an "awesome
cll den the taxable base. . . . learning experience, an "important
~e third and final reason that favors dynamite credential," and not out of the
th passage of this package is that it is "a reach of graduates from the National Law
:de-to-order issue for Reagan." Broder, Center, according to Prof. Schechter, who
m'
d
"President Reagan can talk about it graduated from Harvard Law School and
.~~gh the media, and this role is crucial clerked on the 5th Circuit. .
I forthepackag~'~ passage. If it were just Schechter said more than 30 NLC grads
I 10the tax wntmg committees, we could: Il:0ware clerking for judges around the
I :get about it; but Reagan can lift it into ' country.':
p1bliCview, out of the normal legislative With law school graduates facing a one
realm. This is something he must do, He in 10 chance of landing a clerkship,
can say (to the public),'if you want your Schechter suggested NLC students (l)
tabates reduced, tell Congress.' " ; target the less prestigious judges in the
Reagan's third major concern. for the . less desirable geographical. areas, (2)
next four years is arms control. While exhaust all contacts, and (3) .package
B
roderadmitted it is-difficult,' if not. im- yourselves in the best possible .Iight.".
t II h t th So lets doi . Applying to others besides the well-
pJSsible,to e w a e vie are omg, :' known judges in popular areas gives
he believes that it is clear that there has:
teena serious shift in the arms policy of ' students. a better chance of getting a
theu.S.He said, "The first major point is Broder fields audlence questions ..clerkship, The. competition is not so
. ds th' hi , overwhelming, Any contacts through
thatReagan regar IS as IS mam "wI'11have" to . get 'worse before it gets fri d f f 'I hf th d te Ad· . nen s 0 amr y s ould be exploited.
objective0 e seeona rm. secon better for the democrats," This is because Former clerks of judges you are interested
majorpoint is that Secretary of State the party leadership is backed by in- ' rk' f d ' 11 fGeOrgeP, Schultz really has his teeth into di dim wn mg or SIn especia y ormer NLC
thisissue, and he will have a strong ally in vi ua s who backed. the party's past Sf dvl L Ab'. .d
IChiefof Staff) Don Regan in the White failures, . U· y.n9 aw . roa
House,"The problem has been, according C ~;.. .' .
toBroder.that Reagan has not faced up to t ' 1 ,omm
l
·~ntinthgon the hiedg~yPUdbIlicizel~ The Dickinson School of Law will hold its . and Harmonization and Legal Aspects of
thedem
ands of Weinberger and the anti- ria s mvo vmg e news m 18 an . srae 1 European Economl'c .Integratio n will be.Iiti 1 f' Ar' 1 Sh _.nd G fifth annual, four-week Summer Seminars
armscontrol views of others influential. in po I ica igure ie . aron a en, offered.wnn W tm 1 d B d id h Abroad program in Florence, Italy,the administration, Broder said the key to d I lam
t
, eS
tli
ore an, roF,er
t
saAI de beginning June 8,1985. Applications must be filed by March I,
the
President's performance in arms oes no see ese cases as Irs men - 1985,with Dr. Louis F, Del Duca, who is
t b t i te d . I' g th NLC students may register for two-
controlis dependent on how much back- ..".' men cases, . u lOS a as mvo vm e the Summer Seminars director. In-U tl f wh the 'shoddy' urn I'" credit courses - in Comparative Law,bonehe is ready to show his defense .> ,q es Ion 0 . e r JO a Ism ternattonal scholars, European prac-
people. .. . .~".'..,. .. .'' . .. was perfomied. "If shoddy journalism can ProcomdPartatiLV~Labil~torLLa
aw
andhi~omhpa~laltibeve.. titioners and faculty from Dickins.on will
In th ti d
··· -"00 be proven!o the jury, then that is all there' uc Sial Y W; w C WIe ques on an answer pen ,' .. t 't" B d 'd h th F' t taught at the University of Florence. teach the courses. ..'
Broderexpressed his views ona variety of , IS 0.1, roe~ !'lal, e s~~ . e. IrS The second part'of-Dickinson'sI985 "'; For more' information write The
otherissues, In response to a question. Amendment·a~.th,e J!,urn~h~ts .ultim~t~ ." Summer Se 'na Abr d 'n be hId' Dickinson School of Law;1985 Summer
dealing-wit~ th. e'-effect.. ·.·of·.defense.·.con;.,"·.··· defens.e"and }ournahsts wIIlflghpike.;. . Vi" i\ mtril_.~.'.d .·s2.~_·l.:.~;:1.. , ~~_. In..,...: ...: Seml'na"rs·.·....<A.. b'ro-'a'd,·'''1 'SO'":: S·o·'u'i1.:' '-Co'ille"ge''~..' .',., al'... ..,' ',:;'" heU"tokeeplt lenna, .. us aan ... aSU\1urg,rlanc~,···· loll
~acb~gt." C IfornIa ~n the Pres~dent s . - . . .:c beginning July 7. Accredited courses in Street, Carlisle, Pennsylvania 17013, or
smcenty10 arms. control,Bro~ersald that· . . "International Trade Laws: Unification call (717) 243-4631. .~',
hesees the President ashavmg "honest,
Jegitimateaspirations"tol'educe"arins·<~'··"'-:-:--------~---~~-------------------~
controL·······
In the'area of moral iSSU~'SU~ a/ ',' .
abortionand school prayer, Broder said he
believesthe President will do what he can
to give support to those who share· his
philosophy.Ac<;ording to Broder,' the
Presidentwill continue to do the largely'
symbolicactivity of giving sp~hes and
encouragingactivists. Secondly ,and more
significantlY,·hewill. appoint judges who'
shar.ehis point Qf view. In response to a,
question regarding the state of' the
political parties, Broder noted the
emergenceof anew class of·conservative
republicans who are··· lower on the
~nomic totem pole and more concerned
With moral issues· than· the 'old guard'
Goldwater -Rockefeller' wing of the' .
Republicanparty. Broder said that the
democratic party is a totally different
story,and ~n some ways; the situation·:
. For over 40 years, LOUIS A. KASS has taught many. thousands of successful bar
. applicants how toATT ACK, ANALYZE and ANSWER the mait difficult Essays!
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Professionals in:the Art'of Word PrOcessfrig .
'A professional word processing camp"any, staffed by former legal secretaries
familiar with proper citation and.legal formats ..Open·24 hours a·day, every
day, offering a full range of services, including:
.• Briefs-Pleadings .. ~; ·"Resumes:·. • j'I,?H, -:Mass mailings
~'Termpapers ' . ~Phone-in diCtation>: ' •. 24-hour turnaround
clerks, should' be contacted, Schechter
also suggests that. before applying,
graduates should find out any idiosyn-
cratic hiring habits of judges, For
example, if a judge always hires from his
alma mater or a local school, and you do
not fit the bilI, forget it. A flattering
resume, your best writing sample and a
cover letter emphasizing how you can
assist the judge should be sent. In addition, .
students should get professors and em-
ployers to send recommendation letters,
According to Dean Jenkins, judges may
begin considering selecting 1986clerks this
spring, Second year students should have
their resumes ready by March, The first
step in applying for a -clerkship is to
register with the Career Development·
Office, CDOwill provide various services,
including mailing out reference letters to
30 judges: .
"It would be irrational not to apply,"
said Schechter, "even if your grades are
not excellent."
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Beyond Reproach?
It is inappropriate to accept an Attorney General, the .highest~1~\Venrorc~~ent .
official in the land, simply because he successfully avoided cnmI~1 cO~VJcti~n.
Edwin Meese danced around "Debategate," was brought from t,he bn~ ~ ~manClal
disaster by low Interest loans, and occas~oned meetings where hIS beneneiartes were'
assured government jobs. Yet, the President pulled out all the stops ~ push Meese
through what turned out to be a hostile "advice and consent" process 10 the ~enate.
Itmay be true that historically the position of Atto~ey Genera~ has been fill~ by
political appointees. Certainly the reputation of the Job was tamIsh~ by the NIXon
years, however, one who aspires to the head of the Department of Justice should to the ,
office with clean hands. .' ','
. Webelieve the ethically shady dealings which surround. Meese s career will ~eaken
the credibility of the position. To consent to a candidate of such questionable
background would make a mockery of the position: ". .. .,.
The Cost of a Free ~ress'
The Sharon-TIME jury trial's verdict came as a pleasant surprise, to the credit of
Judge Sofaer who separated the issue for the jury into three parts. If the judge had not
divided the issue according to the different intricacies of the law, the jury might not
have been able to sort out the complex legal issues involved, and may have reasoned
its way to a verdict that would have brought on another trial.
Sharon's happy because his political career has been revitalized. TIME's
happy Sharon could not prove the defamation was malicious and, as a result; collect
millions in damages. And the rest of the world? At least a few are wondering what
effect this trial will have on the freedom of the press and whether Sharon had as little .
to dowith the massacre at Shabra as he claimed.
The greater issue at hand is the limits and responsibilities entailed by freedom of
the press. While TIME won the case because its opponent could not prove malice, the
trial proved that TIME's technique of gathering and checking the validity of its in"
'{ormation was sloppy. We believe TIME was wrong. We also believe the press needs
room {orerror in order to fulfill its vital function as a check on public figures.
While TIME can afford to pay millions in damages, other media organizations
cannot. Without the protection of the malice standard, editors, of smaller papers, {or
example, would be reluctant to print news that might result in a libel suit,. to the
detriment of printing information they deem appropriate {orpublic release.. i'
~ restrained press is much more ~amaging to society than a free one .•"
_ ~ t
e- .======;::::=::=======
.,/,>,, .·.··.::'··";·'.:~::Le~ters
"~ .' -~ .: ~.,' ..,"/ , ", .
. To the Editor: .,:', ...... :",.. ·~ASHI~Q.TONPOST":"""andsubs~uently ..
~us~ because it contradicted-your. In .other papers across the country -'
editorial, and correctly predicted (as you t. suggestingtaatjurors were, likely to fmd
apparently had not) that jurors would find:' . that Goetz acted reasonably and therefore
Goetz'.s actions'justified,'isno'reasonto;' . legally, and, that.mariystudies indicate
mischievously change. ·thetitle (from· that lawful'handgun use-by citizens sub-
"Lawful Self Defense.jm Effective Crime:. stantially deters~crinie.··;· ,.'
Deterrent" to·~"Banzhaf,. Shoots', Of!.'. -""I was Invited" to' t~tifybefore the';"':'
Pr?posal. Wi~hou~ Pe.r~it" },.·or. .Jo Congressional Crime Commission. My,
dehberately fail to Identify the source otc: teslimony was what ypu reprinted, without
the so-called "article"you PtJ.blishedover ". proper Identification, and. with an im-
my name. Your re~ders. are entitled to. '.. proper, andsnide title clearly crossing the .
know more.: '.': : . ''\ ....". line into editorializing ...
An article in the February 6th edition of:," '. JohnF. Banzhaf
T~E WASHINGTONPOSTargue4 (as ~ou···:. ;~. . 'I' '.
did)~~ Goetz clearly acted illegally ; and : . .. . , . .
thatclllzen: self defenSe.was not an ef". - ~o o~ Anonymo~ Cntlc . .' . ;
fectiv~ crime deterrent;) ntS@nded·w.ith·, . '. ,Thihks for the: constructive cnticlsm.
a' piece. pul!liShed February 12' rn~;THE ;,~'"Plel:lse ~top by to help. "
. '",'
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1-Why did you come to law school? ,
., "' .
.' .'
.. "- -
2"':- Are you satisfied with your decision to attend law school? GW?
\ -
I
.-
..
. ' . . '. .. - ,.~ '.. ..
3 "- If you. answered "No" to question 2, what would you be doing now if you
weren'f in law school?'
,
. -
. / ..
..
-. ..
4 - Has the law school experience changed you in any way? -
". ,
" -
. '
,,' ~ f " -
5 ..:...:.Any additional com~ents.·,'
.. ~- -.. '. .... . -
..' '~ -
Year .. .'
Approximate class standing (optional) -
Feel free to include lenbrthy com ts" . . tedddT . I men on 22 Your cooperation WIll be apprec1a ,
a I~na paper: Please place. all an· a~d the results of this survey will be
s~er . questionmiiresJn the box on the of the Ad·
fIrst floor of Stockton by Friday, February printed In the March 1st issue. .
. _', , .. ' vocate. .. -... ..
Monday,Febru.arYll, 1985 p. 7i~->~:~ t·',·,i<·.~l'~-t ':': .~i~t....>".• " .>.
Time Claims 'Lack .of' Due-~'Pr-ocess------'~-~'--'o_--",~--,:-,~.~-".-
7-li-a-rr-y-J-o~h-n-sto-n--------- a depositionan Israeli general servingas a alleged details are ~ot inAppendixB, they
..:-.. play and that would have constituted due fellow in residence at a Washington,D.C. are in some other secret portion of theprocess of law. -, ' h
Thedeliberations of the jury in the libel TIMEmoved onmore than one occasion "think tank", the Israeli government two Report; (2) even if no details of sue a
suitbroughtbyAriel Sharonagainst TIME . days later placed him on. a diplomatic .conversation are contained anywhere in
~Iagazinein federal court in New York, during the.trial to dismiss the litigation on immunity list, thereby preventing that the report, such a conversation actually
City have been. rightly recognized as a due process grounds and Federal Judge deposition from taking place. . tookplace at the Bikfayameeting; or~3)d t ti I a tri I' , Abraham Sofaer consistently reserved .. lf h di iont kitsignificant emons ra IOn0 a rra Jury s TIME, in short, was given no access to- even I no sue iscussion 00 p ace a .
abilitytoapply properly the complex rules decision on the motion. In my opinion the witnesses who were most directly Bikfaya, the discussion alleged occurred
ofAmericanlibel law relating to public there was substantial possibility that he involved in, the events . under con- just before orafter the Bikfaya meeting."
officials.The misgivings of many media would have granted the. motion if Mr. sideration. As for documentary evidence, Given the way in which the issues of.the
defenseattorneys aside, the results in this Sharon had won the case: all that was permitted. by the Israeli - case were finally formulated, it is difficult
caseshowthat juries can understand and Acomparison of the Sharon v. TIME and government was the. well-publicized to conclude that TIME was given the
dealwith the "actual malice" defense Westmoreland v. CBS libel suits offers a examination by former Israeli Supreme evidence it had to have in order to make
availableto a publisher sued for libel. goodillustration of the role of due process Court President Yitzhak Kahan of Ap- these showlngs.c, .. .... . ..
But if the actual malice defense in the defense of truth. Both cases involved pendixB tothe Kahan CornrnissionReport To say this is in noway to criticize the
emergedunscathed from the Sharon v. ahtgh-ranking government official's and a few other documents. The evidence Israeli government for acting to protect its
TIME case, it should be realized that conduct in a war setting. Operating under this produced consisted of Mr. Kahan's perceived security needs. What it does say
another important defense Ior. the the normal rules; 'CBS was able to take . answers to three questions contained in a is that if Mr. Sharon's government cannot
publisher- the defense of truth - got ~testimony from such officials of the . letter from Judge Sofaer to the Israeli feel comfortable making available for
prettybadly bruised. For the defense of American government as the then- government. . This _inspection occurred review. in the customary American-way
truthtohave any meaning, of course,the Secretary of Defense, 'the.jhen-National weeks after both sides had rested their .the critical evidence surrounding events
publishermust have access to the direct Security Adviser to the President; and all cases.. concerned a limited' set of· that are issues in a libel suit brought by
evidencepertaining to the events in manner of generals and high-ranking documents,and was carried out under.' him, it is Mr. Sharon's libel suit which
controversy. TIME contended in the military and intelligence officials. TIME, conditions totally shrouded in secrecy - must be the loser, for he cannot have it
Sharoncase that its constitutional right to in contras( was not allowed by the Israeli- quite the opposite of the "sunshine in both ways; As Federal Judge Gerhard
dueprocess 'oflaw had been denied government totake the testimony of any government" approach that is familiar Gesell commented when considering the
because Mr. Sharon and the Israeli high-ranking Israeli military or in- _here; This again contrasts with the ability motion to quash brought by the sub- 0
governmentrefused TIME access to the, telligenceofficials other than Mr. Sharon ofCBSunder normal American procedure poenaed Israeli general: "Mr. Sharon is ~
materialevidencerelating toMr. Sharon's himself, and he severely restricted the to obtain all kinds of CIA and military the gentleman that's thrown the stone into
activitiesduring the period of Bashir areas regarding which he would testify. documents for use in putting together its this pond. He's under the control of the
Gemayel'sassassination in Lebanon in When TIME gave the Israeli government defense.. ,.... ,. _ Israeli government and the matter could
Septemberof1982. Just as Mr. Sharonwas thenames of military officials it wanted to TIME had. raised its due process be 'terminated in thirty seconds, if they
entitledto receive evidence of TIME's interview, the government placed these. argument originally in a pre-trial motion wanted to. There isn't any doubt about
actionsto try to show "actual malice", individuals on written warning that for -summary judgment. Judge Sofaer that.'
TIME was entitled to evidence of Sharon's merely talking to TIME could leap to their denied this motion but' in so doing stated: 1985 Harry Johnston. All rights reserved.
actionsto try to prove the truth of its crimina! prosecution under Israeli / "TIME has properly argued that it must Harry Johnston is General Counselof the
report.ThatW~uldhave amounted to fair security laws. WhenTIMEsubpoenaed for be allowed to show that~·ll) ('vpn if the Magazine Group of TIME Inc. ~.
Sharon/·lime Trial: Neither Side Won the Case
by RichardRipley' false and; defamatory, a' decision:which r.ealization. the litigation exposed the._ ,or' tried. .'.. .•.... ,._~" . )
one of the jurors said "cleared Sharon - lIbelou~ art~cle, to countless ,ot~ers. who. .. Despite attorney Arnold For,S,ter.:s_,
Reports out of'a New York"federal from anybody's~thinkinghe consciously otherW1seInlghtnot~veknowD1t.~xist~.-'o'-assertions: the "acttial"rnalice" standarQ
districtcourt reveill'the''making ofIegal -intended for themassacre to take place" ~Iany of tf;1esewill .ma~e·thelr.0w,n 'of N.Y. Times "v. Sullivan does not place
history- the resolution of a libel suit in ._ a rather broad conclusion for such a Judgment Without.conslden~g the JUry'S .•the newsmedia "above the law" in letting
whichbothparties"won." But in reality, it narrow premise, especially considering finding.,. . .'.- .> TIME escape liability for damages.
maybe a question ofwho lost the least in that Israel's Kahan commission foundhim TIME s biggest benefit, on. the ·other. Granted, -in . this case the standard
theSharon-TIMElibel case. ~ indirectly responsible for the tragedy.hand,~~Uld ~eemto ~ the aV01da~ceof a.. preclUded t~ a9sessment of m?n~y
BothAriel Sharon and TIME·magazine W 0/ '$50 mIllIon JUdgme~t (alt~ough»lt co~a, 'damages against the magazine; that ISIts
claimedvictory from a jury verdict fin-e came here to prove that TIME hav~ ,:financed the J,?dgm~t ,l>Y,sellmg .~\~nt~ndedfunctioriwhen "actua! malice"is
dingthatwhileTIME defamed the former magazine lied," Sharon reportedly certIflcateswort~,?ne. sh~r~· .of tile•. : not'shown. TIME, hQwever,did ~ot walk
IsraeliDefenseMinister, it had not done so' ,'claimed. "And we managed to prove that plainti~f's reputation; as It,qldm a.past -. away-unscathed:. it retracted 'one .
maliciously,i:e.,withseriousdoubtsaboutTIMEmagazine did lie.',' Again here is a case It lostLFurtlier, .alth.otlgh.. t~e erroneoUSstatement. and was,found to
thetruthfulnes~of the information, and .' statement· which exceeds the deed it magazine isin the pos~ttonto sho~der ItS_', .havedefamed Sharonwith another; it was
thereforewas not liable to Sharon for any· describes. That TIME "lied" implies an $1million-pluslegal bdl more easIly ~han ~.admonished;"';'"albeit in a self-serving way
damages. .' .. . affirmative action by the magazine. On mo~t ~roa~ca~ters, .rtew~p.ape~s, ~n.d • .;.....by tM jury.for·its_irtesponsibility and
Thedispute arose from a TIME.article. the contrary , the. jury found exactly the perIodicals 10 thiScountry, It I\.evertheless'.. carelessness·· all· of which fell before a .
reportingthat Sharon had met with opposite-TIME had not willfully and "~~mains vert concerned .about ;.per~ Public:alreadY'inhospitable to th~ pr~.
LebanesePhalangist leaders. shortly knowingly published false material. This mClouseffect lIbel cases'such as .~llsare .'. . 'l'hat is'the measure we estabhshedm
before·the 1983 Sabra and Shatihi conclusion importantly distinguishes a having on the First Amendmen~l1ghls'of;order io protect both our First Amend-
massacresand "discussed the need" to lying deferidant from a careless one. the American press." This r~mark. may.. ment'dghts. and ·an •. individual's.
avenge the 1982 assassination .of, . Regardless,this vindication, if tha.t'swhat have some bas~s, for once a lIbel SUitha.s~.. reputation; a·:standard by .which there
President~lectBashir Gemayel. The jury.' it is, must be balanced against Sharon's . been .started;. It b~~me:>.a. loss. to the seem to.be;no w'i!U1ers.. ' .. -
!:termined this information. to be both $1.5 million in legal costs, as well as the newspaper whether 1t 18 d,smlsseJ, settled, - .-'
by MichaelGol~mith-
.. -
The an!iwer is:John,Paul, George, 'and
Banzhaf. .
, The question:Name three Beatles and
Gadfly.·
Legal Jeopardy ...**'*******:*:**'****
..:. The answer is: A marooriC-adillac.
The answer is : It reduces yoUrpulse ,~Qi1e: Theqliestion: 'After going on record as
beat per minute. . - .: '~ .. ..:.,., saying·that cars are rolling.phallicsym-
The question: What is the biologicaleffect, boIs, what does'Max Pock drive?
ofDelln Barron's mass media cqur~? :'
****************-
.n~to the popular response to the legal
bivlagame "Sports and Courts," which
We ran in the last issue, the Devil'sAd-
yocate,not above being trendy, prOUdly
Illtroducesto our loyal readers, a thread-
bareideadressed up insatiric new clothes
~LegalJeopardy. The concept is simple.
r w students are sick and tired of being
orced to answer. questions all day, and
labortokeep downyesterday's croissants
and ~ay's pilfered SBAdoughnuts when
~eq!IJredto answer trivial questions in
~.=U'sparetime. 'Aware of the nuances the
"IlI:faticmethod has ·on the collective
~Y~heof the NLC student body, the
DeVlI's.Advocatewill give all the harried
almost-lawyersthe (ipportunity to turn the
tap bles,andallowthem to ask the questions
resentedby our humble answers. The answer is: He was nearly denied
,. tenure in thE!early .1970's.for not eating
The,a'nsWer'is:NuCl~r Winter." . -;:; i' lunch with the righ!.}~culty members.
!heqUestion:Howwould'yoUde'Stribe the The ·quls.ticm;whY'dOesn'.1 JOMBanzhaf go
ovelifeoUirst year law students? ·, .. __to ~a.~w.~tmeetil}gs? _ ...
The answer is:Eat and Runi
Thequestion:What do 1hto three-fifths of
NLC day students dowith SBA coffee and
doughnuts?
[- '.' . ,
The answer is:The ·700 Club.
The question:What do you get when you
add up the ages of all nine J!1embersof the
Supreme Court? " ...,'
. -
:The'answer"is:-. patti, ,Maxene,'and
The answer is: He is the only professor: . Laverne. ,:" . . .. ' ·.";"i,,.
known likely to, eat milk and cookies "The qtiestion:.Whostands a.':b.et.t.erchan,ce
between classes. ... '; .~-•-..? ,of aceing Prof. Caplan'scoritracts cla,ss
The. question: Who is Joel SelIgman.: . than Tom, Dick; and Harry?' 0','7/'
The answer is: Slack off and cruise out. ... ~!:: ·:«"'1 '-,":":','- .
The question: What does Peter· Raven-· The~·answ~~;'.i~~LOng'v.' Long.' "'.;)" '.': .
Hansen claim too many upper classmen . The question! Name ag~ reasopf~~ not
do? .:, _.•.." .,., ·goiiIff-iritopfOpeftfla.w. ;J ...,~".
The answer is: A four-credit property •. ,.,-.:.", .".. ; .,J,C,.·: ..:':
• " j . _.. • I. ') " lo.
class that is rapidly becoming a'three- "The 'answer is~ Going, gomg, gone: '
credit class? . ..... . ,., "Thequestion: D'escr!~ thepro~res~ion ?f
The· question:- What is Professor .chan- .'a'lawstudent'S'deslre-to go mto' pUbl:ic\
dler'sProperty? ...•.. , ";> .. .c. -'interest law thi'ough the rlfst ..~ond, and~
The answer:is:'~e '~ent outahd bo~h(·thi~~"y~rs,~}~WSfh~1. .
$250worth of suitS,and thought it was a lot The- answer is: Due process'and:
of mQneyJo, spend. < .•.••.", .•.•''- . •• legislative intent..•·l ..,': " }:,r.; .'
The'question: Whatdid ThomaSDienesd~···· The question:-Whatdoes one say when uptf: :~w:a~~~~, was ridiculed i~ ,the' aga~~~,the wall in C.o~~titutional~~~.?
Theansweris:He builds miniature tor-
turedevices. .
The question:Whatdoes Dave Robinson.do .
for fun?
�" .' .
Ha'ppyValentine,'s Day
,..' .. '. ','.' .•.. ,,,_..., .-r . ' ...
at first blush, but it's .reany Ve
. manageable. It is time well spent. T~
,If you're like most people; 'you weren't . rigors of the law school curriculum, WhU:
born with a natural affection for reading always challenging, are notentirel
things like the UCC. Those of us who spent '{ satisfying/especially if one has Y
our undergraduate yearslearningabout;/ hankering for the artistic; If you're a
the world through 'the perceptions of individual withartistic ability, you reaIJ
an
others, ..(most notably. the . respective should not let that aspect of your peY
historians, philosophers and writers of sonality lay dormant just because YOU';'
?;hatever age we happened to be pon- being worked to death in law school e
dering) may well have experienced more One o~the nicest .aspects of Playing'ina
than slight discomfort when the legal _ performing group IS, the performance it
method of reasoning was first thrust upon self. While at school, we tend to evaluat~
us. During my first semester, amidst the • our performance as students based solely
wisdomofPalsgraf, the UCCllnd the Blue _ on grades. For some of us, grades donot
.Book, . I .thought the; faculty-was on' a adequately reflect the time and effort w i
crusade to dismember the right side of my put-forth.. In contrast, one can feel:
brain! Law school with its arsenal of tremendous sense.vof accomplishment
rational thinking can be-a sobering ex~ after a' performance that accuratel
perience for a formerly creative mind. ~ reflects the time and effort that was put~
During my first year I felt starved for Best of all, for no extra charge you meei
artistic outlets. I didn't go .hungry .for new and interesting people and have loads
long., .. BeYOIid tpe confines of Lerner, of fun along the way.
Stockton and Burns sits the Academic This year I'veijoined the University
.Center, home of the G.W. .musie depart- Singers under the direction of Catherine
ment. The music department provides ~ickar. The y.niversity Singers also draws
numerous opportunities for individuals of Its membership from the student bodyas
varying artistic ability to learn, perform well as the community at large. Cathy isa
:andenjoY. Throughout my first year I' marvelous person to study under. She
. played in the Chamber Orchestra. My. . utilizes every moment of ~ehearsaltimeto
present form of escapism is the University"" the fullest and demands 100 percent of
Singers, formerly the Glee Club; -. . . your concentration throughout. One word
The. Chamber Orchestra consists \ of of caution, you must know' your notes
mstruinentalists Irom the student body of . •.before rehearsal starts. Our repertoire is
_the University and-. the communityatcIassical,- and .we will give one per-
large. In the past; we rehearsed once a formanceon April 16th. If you've never
'..'" week for approximately-two hours and''; sung in a choir and your' voice is nota
.----.. gave one performance at the' end of the .dangerous instrumentality, it is really
semester. The orchestra is composed of . great fun! ..
musicians of widely varying' ability. The.' .. The music department is located in the
repertoire is classical. The group .is lower level of the Academic Center. The
presently under the direction of Bill chairman's office is B-144, phone 676-6245.
Wright.._ . ....,... There are other performing groups which
S . '.,'T have not described. So if you are aneheduling a two li6ur block ofweekly'; ·~ndercover artist squandering for
rehearsal time.mlght sound inti.ifiidating '.creative fulfillment-> your ~earch is over.
by ElizabethP ~Fohrman
"Cupid Stringing His Bow," by William Henry RinehlU1: at the National MuSeum of
American Art.
Entertain ment
··Carmen'.at the'. Wa'rner.-
by Louis Siegel
The Warner Theatre presented this
unusual rendition of Merimee's Carmen: a'
Spanish tragedy, wherein Carmen and
Don Jose are caught in a whirlwind
romance which ends in the 'depraved
heart' murder of Carmen.
Antonio Gades. and Carlos Saura
produce a rhythmic, energetic in-
terpretation of this famous opera. Bizet's
entrancing score is piped in at appropriate
intervals, but the three flamenco
guitarists rendered crisp and lively per-
formances. .
Gades choreographed with Saura, and
also starred as Don Jose. He dances with a .
grace and flair which carried the entire
ballet. His co-star Christina Hoyos and the
rest of the zo-odd cast complemented
Gades by providing the rhythm which set
the tone of the ballet. From foot-stomping
to flamenco dancing, cane-tapping to
finger-snapping, it was a strangely unique
accent to this spirited story. . .
Afte'PllaVing seen Bizet's ':carrnen"
(the movie) which was a more elaborate
portrayal of the story, my expectations'
were very high. The ~ly serious criticism
of the ballet is the lack of clear transitions
from one scene to the next. For someone"
" whowas unfamiliar with the story, it couId .
be somewhat confusing. In such a short
performance as this i!>(about 90minutes),
it seems. that a greater contrast among
scenes would be more entertaining. --
The final scene, in which the bullfight·,
occurs simultaneously with the murder of'
Carmen, .was well done. Following the
scene and. the first ~ound of applause,
Gades reassembled the cast for an encore
peformance of more "rhythm and shoes,"
and an inspiring grand finale .. Carmen
gets an "A" for originality, talent and
choreography.eand a low' "B" . for en-
tertainment. It was sponsored by the
Washington Performing Arts Society., .
• _'" 'ct
Schubert & Berg .·atthe .Corcoran
=--=-----...;...----_ ...
by Louis Siegel.
~n Sunday, JanuaryZ7, the American
Stnng Quartet performed at the Corcoran
~allery in Washington. Mitchell Stern led
his fellow musicians (in all: two violins
cello and viola) in a very entertaining and
masterful concert which included pieces·
by Alban Berg and Franz Schubert. The
concerts are part of an on-going series at
the Corcoran Gallery. .
: ~he Berg piece - "Lyric Suite for
Stnng Quartet" 0926f-eonsists of six
movements, ranging from the slow quiet
"AUeg!o Miste~oso" to the rapid and
sometImes .. dJsharmonious"Presto
dilirando." At times, the music evoked
images of Inspector Cleuseau creeping
around in search ofa feared criminal.
The Berg piece had its ups and doWns
but was interesting in that few musician;
attempt such· an unusual type of·music.
The String Quartet.in G Major No. 15,
Opus 61 (Schubert) was more traditional
an~ smooth, but was done with a flair
w~ch. kept the audienCe on the .edge of
theIr seats. All four members of the
. American String Quartet were trained at
the J.uIliard. School, and have' received
acclaIm national and world-wide. They
have recently accepted the position of
"Quartet in Residence" at the Manhattan
School of Music.
~---:.- --- ~ ----_._-~--_.. -....-....-~
1: Fi-l,h
. ~tch Tuesday nightfever eveJ)' week at Chadwicks..:..Georgeto"":O·s liveliest
meeting place. D~ce.the evening away to the hottest hits played by our live OJ. And
cool off WIth ICYcold Heinekens specially priced at just $1.50 each.
.. ~
:flUS K St••N.W. .
Washillltlllll • 333-2565
OldTo_
20:1 Strand St.
. Alexandria. 106-4442
Frleftdslllp Height.
5247 Wisl:llnsin Ave.. N.W.
. Washinaalln • 362-S(14l1
